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BACKGROUND

• This is the draft guidance
• Document issued on April 3, 2023
• comments and suggestions regarding this draft document within 90 

days
• Comment period is open until Summer

PCCP Project

Sec. 3308 of the Consolidated Appropriations Act 
2023 states that subsequent guidance defining the approach 
to regulate predetermined change control plans.
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I. Introduction
II. Background
III. Scope
IV. Definitions: (1) Software Functions   (2) Data sets   (3) PCCP

V. Policy for PCCP: Components, Establishing, Identifying, Utilizing, Modifying

VI. Description of Modifications:  goals, content, types

VII. Modification Protocol:  goals, content, traceability (descr. & mod prot)

VIII. Impact assessment
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TOTAL OF 8 SECTIONS AND 2 APPENDICES



• ML-enabled technologies have the potential to transform healthcare
• subset of AI known as machine learning (ML) – henceforth referred to as machine 

learning-enabled device software functions or ML-DSFs
• Examples include 

• earlier disease detection and diagnosis
• development of personalized diagnostics and therapeutics
• development of assistive functions to improve the use of devices 

• The goal of improving user and patient experience.
• Validation: “Validation means confirmation by examination and provision of 

objective evidence that the particular requirements for a specific intended use 
can be consistently fulfilled.” 21 CFR 820.3(z); also section IV. for more information on definitions used 
for the purposes of this guidance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION



• Many components that led to this guidance
• Proposed Regulatory Framework for Modifications to Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)-

Based Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) - Discussion Paper and Request for Feedback
• International Medical Device Regulators Forum’s risk categorization principles
• Digital Health Software Precertification (Pre-Cert) Pilot Program
• Public Workshop on the “Evolving Role of Artificial Intelligence in Radiological Imaging”
• Patient Engagement Advisory Committee meeting on “Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in 

Medical Devices
• Public Workshop on “Transparency of Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning-enabled Medical 

Devices”
• Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)-Based Software as a Medical Device Action Plan
• https://www.whitehouse.gov/ostp/ai-bill-of-rights/
• FDA may require that a PCCP include labeling for safe and effective use of a device as 

such device changes pursuant to such plan, notification requirements if the device does 
not function as intended pursuant to such plan, and performance requirements for 
changes made under the plan. Sections 515C(a)(3) and (b)(3) of the FD&C Act
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II. BACKGROUND

https://www.whitehouse.gov/ostp/ai-bill-of-rights/






• Machine learning-enabled device software functions or ML-DSFs
• ML can allow software to learn through data, without being explicitly programmed, to perform a task. 
• One of the greatest potential benefits of ML resides in the ability to improve ML model performance through 

iterative modifications, including by learning from real-world data.

• Scope: 
ML-DSF that the manufacturer intends to modify over time.
• Automatic modifications to the ML model 
• modifications are implemented automatically by software

• Manual modification to the ML model
• steps require human input, action, review, and/or decision-making.
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III. SCOPE



• approach that would often be least burdensome 
• support the ability to modify an ML-DSF while continuing to provide 

a reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness across relevant 
patient populations
• information to be included in the PCCP in a marketing submission
• By including a PCCP in a marketing submission, manufacturers can 

proactively pre-specify and seek premarket authorization
• Generally applicable to “combination products” 
• drug-device and biologic-device etc.
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SCOPE CONT’D



• Software function
• Device Software Function (DSF): A software function that meets the device 

definition in section 201(h) of the FD&C Act. As discussed in other FDA Guidances, 
the term “function” is a distinct purpose of the product, which could be the intended 
use or a subset of the intended use of the product. 

• Machine Learning-Enabled Device Software Function (ML-DSF): A device 
software function that implements an ML model trained with ML techniques.

• Data sets
• Training Data = to build a model
• Tuning Data = evaluate + explore (do not use the word validation)
• Testing Data = independent, provide data to establish a reasonable assurance of safety 

and effectiveness
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IV. DEFINITION: SOFTWARE & DATA SETS





• PCCPlan = what changes and how 
assessed

• Authorized PCCP = Plan has been 
reviewed = technological 
characteristic of the authorized 
device.

• Modification Protocol = method that 
will be followed when:
• Developing
• Validating
• Implementing modifications 

delineated in the “Description of 
Modifications”

• Impact Assessment = documentation 
of the assessment of risks and 
benefits of implementing the 
proposed PCCP
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IV. DEFINITION: PCCP 
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• authorized PCCP specifies planned modifications that, if not included 
in a PCCP, could otherwise require a new marketing submission
• Contains: “range of FDA-authorized specifications”
• Deviations from the authorized PCCP reviewed in the marketing 

submission could significantly affect the safety or effectiveness
• In such a circumstance, distribution of the ML-DSF without 

submitting a new marketing submission would constitute adulteration 
and misbranding … etc.
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V. POLICY



• Exist as part of the PCCP
• Exist in tandem
• Description of Modifications (DoM)
• Modification Protocol (MP)
• Impact Assessment (IA)
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V.   A) COMPONENTS OF A PCCP



• established through 
• the 510(k) pathway, 
• De Novo pathway, 
• PMA pathway, as appropriate

• Existing devices must submit required documentation
• Q-submission encouraged
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V.   B) ESTABLISHING A PCCP



• standalone section within the marketing submission
• prominently included and discussed in the cover letter
• table of contents as “Predetermined Change Control Plan.”
• For ML-DSFs with an authorized PCCP, the labeling should explain that the device 

incorporates machine learning and has a PCCP so that users are aware that the device may 
require the user to perform software updates, and that such software updates may modify 
the device’s performance, inputs, or use.

• Should be described in the summary
• Details of the PCCP should be included in sufficient detail in the public-facing documents 

to support transparency to users of FDA’s determination of substantial equivalence or 
reasonable assurance of safety and effectiveness for the device and its range of FDA-
authorized specifications.
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V.   C) IDENTIFYING A PCCP IN A SUBMISSION



• Process for implementing a 
modification
• The appropriate marketing 

submission could request 
authorization for 

1. a device modification effected 
through a change to the 
authorized PCCP (see Section 
V.E.); 
or

2. a device modification not 
implemented through a PCCP; 
or 

3. 3) both.
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V.   D) UTILIZING OF A PCCP



• FDA expects that the modified PCCP will need to be reviewed and 
established as part of the premarket review of the modified device 
because a modification to the PCCP will generally significantly 
affect the safety or effectiveness of the device
• For a manufacturer who would like to modify a PCCP for a previously 

authorized device with a PCCP, the marketing submission must 
include the appropriate marketing submission requirements for the 
device and the proposed PCCP
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V.   E) MODIFYING A PCCP



• A. Goals: identifies the specific “range of FDA-authorized specifications”
• B. Content: Description of Modifications should clearly state if the planned 

modifications are
• C. Types: 

• (i) modifications related to quantitative measures of ML-DSF performance 
specifications; 

• (ii) modifications related to device inputs to the ML-DSF; and 
• (iii) limited modifications related to the device’s use and performance (e.g., for use 

within a specific subpopulation).
• FDA intends to, among other considerations, take into account the benefit-risk 

profile of the specific device that is the subject of the PCCP, the specific 
modifications being proposed, and its experience applying this policy across 
different device types
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VI. DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATIONS



• A. Goals:
• Identify the method
• Ensure that the information will be generated by manufacturer
• Ensure risks have been identified
• being traceable and specific to the modifications

• 1) data management practices, 
• 2) re-training practices, 
• 3) performance evaluation protocols, and 
• 4) update procedures, including communication and transparency to 

users and real-world monitoring plans
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VII. MODIFICATION PROTOCOL CONT’D





• B. Content:
• 1) data management practices
• what they are, 
• why they are recommended

• How to obtain and use training and testing data
• Identifiable subpopulations will be adequately represented
• How training and testing will be sequestered to prevent overfitting
• How older data will be complemented or replaced
• Reference standard is representative of the patient population
• How the data management practices may reduce the potential to produce discriminatory 

outcomes
• What manufacturers should include in a submission
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VII. MODIFICATION PROTOCOL CONT’D



• B. Content:
• 2) re-training practices, 
• what they are

• Describe the rationale (e.g., ML architecture modification in a neural network)
• why they are recommended

• typically provided in the “device description”
• What manufacturers should include in a submission

• E.g., data sequestration strategies
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VII. MODIFICATION PROTOCOL CONT’D



• B. Content:
• 3) performance evaluation protocols, and 
• what they are

• Performance evaluation methods should describe
• plans for verification and validation of the entire device following ML-DSF modifications 
• for each individual modification 
• AND
• in aggregate for all implemented modifications

• why they are recommended
• confirm that appropriate study designs, including performance metrics and statistical tests

• What manufacturers should include in a submission
• INFORMATION = APPENDIX A
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VII. MODIFICATION PROTOCOL CONT’D



• B. Content:
• 4) update procedures

• what they are
• why they are recommended

• How risks may be mitigated
• How modifications will be communicated to users
• How the device operation will remain reliable after update
• How all stakeholders will be kept up-to-date

• What manufacturers should include in a submission
• Confirmation the verification and validation plan are the same
• Description of how the software updates will be implemented
• How legacy users will be affected
• How modifications will be communicated
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VII. MODIFICATION PROTOCOL CONT’D



• C. Traceability Between the Description of Modifications 754 
Section and the Modification Protocol Section
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VII. MODIFICATION PROTOCOL CONT’D



• Impact Assessment documentation in a marketing submission should 
discuss 
• how the individual modifications included in the PCCP

• impact the ML-DSF
• how they impact the overall functionality of the device, 
• how they impact other device software functions, 
• as well as device hardware.

• Link to Multiple Function of a Device
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VIII. IMPACT ASSESSMENT
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APPENDIX A.
EXAMPLE ELEMENTS

APPENDIX B.
ML-DSF SCENARIOS
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